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blue-collar pitch black black market on a silver platter true colors 

black tie event silver screen red tape see red out of the blue 

white-collar talk a blue streak Free grey area as white as a sheet 

golden opportunity give the green light paint the town red beet red in the black 

black and blue roll out the red carpet feel blue red-letter day once in a blue moon 
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black out born with a silver spoon pitch black pot calling the kettle black out of the blue 

grey area black tie event red-letter day red herring raise a white flag 

once in a blue moon black and white Free 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 
black and blue 

every cloud has a silver lining as white as a sheet silver screen beet red paint the town red 

on a silver platter in the black golden opportunity black market roll out the red carpet 
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roll out the red carpet every cloud has a silver lining talk a blue streak golden opportunity red herring 

red-letter day white elephant black out out of the blue red tape 

green thumb pitch black Free 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 
born with a silver spoon 

on a silver platter beet red black sheep raise a white flag black market 

white-collar black tie event silver screen as white as a sheet see red 
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born with a silver spoon pot calling the kettle black every cloud has a silver lining green thumb white elephant 

see red black hole give the green light once in a blue moon black market 

paint the town red on a silver platter Free pitch black beet red 

as white as a sheet feel blue in the black yellow-bellied black and blue 

golden opportunity talk a blue streak grey area out of the blue roll out the red carpet 
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talk a blue streak in the black every cloud has a silver lining silver screen black market 

true colors black and blue black sheep roll out the red carpet white elephant 

raise a white flag give the green light Free pot calling the kettle black beet red 

out of the blue feel blue black out 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 
white lie 

green thumb once in a blue moon on a silver platter grey area white-collar 
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yellow-bellied red-letter day black market grey area talk a blue streak 

pot calling the kettle black black tie event out of the blue in the black golden opportunity 

blue-collar once in a blue moon Free white-collar roll out the red carpet 

black sheep raise a white flag on a silver platter black and blue silver screen 

white lie white elephant feel blue every cloud has a silver lining true colors 
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grey area give the green light black out green thumb white-collar 

white lie blue-collar on a silver platter black market black and white 

born with a silver spoon red tape Free roll out the red carpet golden opportunity 

every cloud has a silver lining red-letter day beet red 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 
black tie event 

talk a blue streak white elephant yellow-bellied feel blue true colors 
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every cloud has a silver lining paint the town red black tie event silver screen give the green light 

red herring pot calling the kettle black born with a silver spoon feel blue black and blue 

grass is always greener on the 
other side 

black sheep Free out of the blue beet red 

on a silver platter grey area see red true colors golden opportunity 

black and white roll out the red carpet black hole raise a white flag white-collar 
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pitch black once in a blue moon 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 
raise a white flag black tie event 

black out pot calling the kettle black black sheep in the black green thumb 

white elephant born with a silver spoon Free grey area red herring 

black hole silver screen red tape talk a blue streak as white as a sheet 

feel blue white lie black and blue white-collar black and white 
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yellow-bellied white-collar black sheep white elephant black market 

golden opportunity 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 
once in a blue moon every cloud has a silver lining black out 

feel blue in the black Free beet red black hole 

roll out the red carpet out of the blue green thumb as white as a sheet red-letter day 

see red raise a white flag white lie talk a blue streak red tape 
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golden opportunity black market every cloud has a silver lining feel blue black sheep 

beet red once in a blue moon white elephant red-letter day black out 

yellow-bellied black tie event Free black and blue raise a white flag 

pitch black paint the town red grey area pot calling the kettle black black and white 

blue-collar true colors white-collar silver screen talk a blue streak 
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as white as a sheet green thumb black sheep silver screen talk a blue streak 

raise a white flag pot calling the kettle black blue-collar red tape paint the town red 

black and white pitch black Free black tie event white-collar 

on a silver platter out of the blue grey area true colors black out 

see red yellow-bellied black hole beet red born with a silver spoon 
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black and blue born with a silver spoon out of the blue yellow-bellied black and white 

feel blue silver screen beet red talk a blue streak paint the town red 

green thumb grey area Free as white as a sheet white elephant 

black tie event black sheep black out give the green light 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 

red tape raise a white flag golden opportunity roll out the red carpet red-letter day 
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every cloud has a silver lining beet red black tie event white lie talk a blue streak 

true colors once in a blue moon red herring see red 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 

out of the blue black sheep Free red-letter day on a silver platter 

raise a white flag white-collar black hole yellow-bellied as white as a sheet 

black and white feel blue black out in the black roll out the red carpet 
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black tie event pot calling the kettle black black out green thumb black sheep 

yellow-bellied feel blue in the black red herring black hole 

grey area golden opportunity Free true colors every cloud has a silver lining 

see red silver screen red tape white lie black and white 

raise a white flag blue-collar give the green light red-letter day talk a blue streak 
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pot calling the kettle black yellow-bellied white elephant 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 
silver screen 

black market on a silver platter red tape true colors in the black 

golden opportunity once in a blue moon Free blue-collar black out 

black and blue as white as a sheet black and white raise a white flag roll out the red carpet 

white-collar beet red green thumb born with a silver spoon red-letter day 
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true colors roll out the red carpet green thumb golden opportunity red herring 

red-letter day silver screen black market every cloud has a silver lining 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 

talk a blue streak black and white Free pot calling the kettle black see red 

black sheep white-collar grey area in the black black tie event 

black out white lie black and blue red tape on a silver platter 
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white-collar blue-collar silver screen yellow-bellied black sheep 

black tie event black market raise a white flag once in a blue moon give the green light 

born with a silver spoon golden opportunity Free 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 
every cloud has a silver lining 

see red pitch black black hole beet red as white as a sheet 

talk a blue streak black out feel blue white lie paint the town red 
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black and blue red herring as white as a sheet every cloud has a silver lining paint the town red 

grass is always greener on the 
other side 

red-letter day grey area black tie event talk a blue streak 

raise a white flag black sheep Free white elephant in the black 

black market green thumb yellow-bellied feel blue blue-collar 

pitch black white-collar red tape born with a silver spoon black out 
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silver screen in the black pot calling the kettle black white elephant yellow-bellied 

true colors as white as a sheet black sheep black tie event see red 

raise a white flag talk a blue streak Free black hole white lie 

golden opportunity black and white feel blue blue-collar black out 

grey area green thumb paint the town red pitch black black market 
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black sheep on a silver platter born with a silver spoon feel blue roll out the red carpet 

white-collar black out black and white out of the blue green thumb 

pot calling the kettle black black and blue Free as white as a sheet silver screen 

see red yellow-bellied black hole black tie event golden opportunity 

blue-collar red herring in the black grey area beet red 
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raise a white flag black market feel blue talk a blue streak born with a silver spoon 

true colors black hole black and white give the green light blue-collar 

white elephant see red Free black sheep beet red 

silver screen yellow-bellied 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 
pitch black red tape 

red-letter day once in a blue moon on a silver platter roll out the red carpet red herring 
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as white as a sheet in the black blue-collar black tie event black hole 

see red black sheep white-collar red-letter day 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 

paint the town red red tape Free black and blue born with a silver spoon 

once in a blue moon silver screen give the green light pitch black grey area 

red herring every cloud has a silver lining white lie green thumb white elephant 
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grass is always greener on the 
other side 

true colors red herring roll out the red carpet give the green light 

talk a blue streak beet red black sheep black tie event grey area 

golden opportunity in the black Free white lie green thumb 

pot calling the kettle black black and white feel blue red-letter day on a silver platter 

out of the blue black hole silver screen black market black and blue 
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pitch black silver screen black market white lie see red 

raise a white flag red-letter day in the black true colors red herring 

black hole every cloud has a silver lining Free roll out the red carpet blue-collar 

green thumb born with a silver spoon give the green light black sheep white-collar 

black and white red tape feel blue paint the town red golden opportunity 
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once in a blue moon grey area green thumb out of the blue black tie event 

pitch black in the black black out raise a white flag golden opportunity 

true colors born with a silver spoon Free white-collar black sheep 

paint the town red beet red black and blue on a silver platter as white as a sheet 

see red black market pot calling the kettle black give the green light every cloud has a silver lining 
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out of the blue red-letter day black out grey area blue-collar 

see red white-collar once in a blue moon paint the town red pitch black 

grass is always greener on the 
other side 

red herring Free pot calling the kettle black black tie event 

golden opportunity black market beet red green thumb roll out the red carpet 

as white as a sheet black and blue give the green light yellow-bellied talk a blue streak 
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raise a white flag every cloud has a silver lining pitch black green thumb beet red 

grass is always greener on the 
other side 

black out silver screen pot calling the kettle black feel blue 

black tie event yellow-bellied Free as white as a sheet true colors 

black hole white lie red tape white elephant once in a blue moon 

blue-collar roll out the red carpet see red talk a blue streak out of the blue 
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green thumb talk a blue streak black out white-collar blue-collar 

see red as white as a sheet in the black black sheep born with a silver spoon 

red tape feel blue Free paint the town red white elephant 

black tie event beet red once in a blue moon black market give the green light 

white lie yellow-bellied black and blue black and white golden opportunity 
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paint the town red roll out the red carpet out of the blue feel blue true colors 

on a silver platter pitch black red tape blue-collar silver screen 

raise a white flag grey area Free black hole in the black 

green thumb once in a blue moon black and white black and blue black sheep 

beet red every cloud has a silver lining pot calling the kettle black black market white elephant 
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feel blue black and white blue-collar black sheep black hole 

beet red green thumb red herring silver screen true colors 

white lie once in a blue moon Free black out white-collar 

yellow-bellied paint the town red pitch black in the black see red 

red-letter day out of the blue roll out the red carpet born with a silver spoon raise a white flag 
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blue-collar raise a white flag pitch black as white as a sheet black sheep 

pot calling the kettle black out of the blue black and white golden opportunity yellow-bellied 

beet red once in a blue moon Free give the green light red tape 

grey area see red red-letter day paint the town red green thumb 

white lie on a silver platter roll out the red carpet feel blue black market 
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beet red silver screen black and white grey area out of the blue 

give the green light black hole white elephant paint the town red true colors 

black sheep see red Free 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 
talk a blue streak 

every cloud has a silver lining in the black golden opportunity born with a silver spoon green thumb 

once in a blue moon pot calling the kettle black blue-collar black out red herring 
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in the black black and white black out beet red white-collar 

born with a silver spoon red tape talk a blue streak feel blue as white as a sheet 

raise a white flag red herring Free paint the town red golden opportunity 

out of the blue see red once in a blue moon white elephant red-letter day 

roll out the red carpet pot calling the kettle black silver screen black sheep black market 
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once in a blue moon true colors yellow-bellied white-collar black out 

red-letter day see red black and blue black hole white lie 

roll out the red carpet blue-collar Free talk a blue streak out of the blue 

in the black pitch black as white as a sheet black sheep black tie event 

black and white give the green light raise a white flag pot calling the kettle black silver screen 
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in the black black tie event beet red golden opportunity 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 

as white as a sheet green thumb on a silver platter see red feel blue 

silver screen black out Free every cloud has a silver lining yellow-bellied 

blue-collar black sheep grey area once in a blue moon black market 

black hole out of the blue white lie black and white red herring 
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white lie beet red roll out the red carpet in the black red herring 

on a silver platter as white as a sheet green thumb red tape see red 

black market blue-collar Free talk a blue streak pitch black 

golden opportunity once in a blue moon white elephant born with a silver spoon out of the blue 

feel blue give the green light red-letter day black and blue black and white 
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grass is always greener on the 
other side 

feel blue see red black market out of the blue 

once in a blue moon black tie event roll out the red carpet green thumb on a silver platter 

red tape black hole Free golden opportunity as white as a sheet 

talk a blue streak black sheep red herring give the green light yellow-bellied 

every cloud has a silver lining white lie black and white raise a white flag white elephant 
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born with a silver spoon roll out the red carpet black market green thumb white lie 

paint the town red pitch black in the black silver screen grey area 

white elephant beet red Free give the green light talk a blue streak 

black out as white as a sheet red tape every cloud has a silver lining black tie event 

raise a white flag see red blue-collar red herring black hole 
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green thumb blue-collar golden opportunity black hole 
grass is always greener on the 

other side 

white lie every cloud has a silver lining black and blue talk a blue streak paint the town red 

red herring out of the blue Free once in a blue moon true colors 

black sheep white elephant in the black black out pitch black 

red-letter day black market beet red as white as a sheet born with a silver spoon 

 


